Sequence alignment of direct repeats of TFIIB. Nucleotide sequence alignment of the conserved core region of TFIIB from 34 species used in this study. Identical nucleotides in the alignment are connected by vertical lines. Abbreviations of the species names are shown in the footnote of Table 1.
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Supplementary Figure S3
A "stacked" phylogenetic tree rooted from the EA-gene, and showing the precise relationships of genes evolving through time. The blue arrow indicates an EA-gene. Each cyan plate has a phylogenetic tree (shown with gray lines) representing a particular time point in the evolution; each phylogenetic tree is prepared using gene information from various organisms living during a certain time range in the past. Since the common ancestor of TBP no longer exists in the present day (T = t p ), the phylogenetic tree at T = t p does not have a point for the EA-gene (the projected position of the EA-gene on the plane at T = t p is not generally located on the phylogenetic tree). It is impossible to place the position of the EA-gene on the plane at T = t p . However, d DR , which is an indicator of the evolutionary distance between a particular present offspring gene and its EA-gene, can be obtained for each gene by using direct repeat sequence information. Therefore, while the EA-gene cannot be included in the phylogenetic tree, we can obtain the information about an evolutionary distance between a particular present offspring gene and the EA-gene, which is represented by the length of the red line in the figure. The schematic drawing on the bottom plane corresponds to Figure 1F .
